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1. Introduction

1. Introduction

Monstock's Vision

It creates an investment forecast platform that transforms stagnant 
and distorted investment information markets through fair 
valuation of investment forecast information and disclosure of 
transparent results.

Because the price of stocks, cryptocurrencies, etc. are highly volatile in market, so large market 
gains can be expected within a short period of time, which is why it attract many people's 
attention as an investment destination. The investment asset has clear market prices and the 
ability to accumulate statistics made of various indicators and charts.
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Monstock uses the blockchain to store information that forecasts the future value of its 
investment in smart contracts so that it cannot be falsified or altered. The stored investment 
forecast information is tracked whether it is actually hit or not, and evaluated, and statistics on 
hit rates for each writer are collected and disclosed transparently. Information providers can be 
certified for their hit rates, and information consumers can easily and conveniently access 
investment information.



Platform participants are rewarded with house-issued tokens according to their roles and 
contributions to induce members to voluntarily participate in the platform and build a stable 
platform ecosystem.

Platform’s Scalability

Starting with the domestic stock market, it will expand into 
comprehensive investment services such as evaluation 
certification, trading functions, and auto trading bot services using 
NFT along with the expansion of forecast fields for overseas stocks 
and cryptocurrency.
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Monstock targets investment assets that can be evaluated fairly in quantitative figures.



First of all, we will start an advance service for the domestic stock market using the Korea 
Exchange's market price information API. In the near future, we will also support forecasting 
services for the overseas stock market and cryptocurrency market.



In addition to investment assets, the forecast service can be expanded if the forecast results, 
such as the results of sports events, can be clearly evaluated in figures.



We will also add a stock trading function to provide immediate access to information beyond 
the realm of providing forecasting services. This allows members who have seen the 
information to quickly utilize the information and allows the platform to expand services based 
on fee return.



Various services can be combined using reliable data stored using blockchain. We plan to 
provide evaluation certification service by publishing content hit or individual statistical data 
through NFT, and expand Monstock into a comprehensive investment service platform by 
combining auto trading bot service.
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2. Platform’s Roadmap

2. Platform’s Roadmap

It does not stagnate and constantly changes.

Monstock develops using the Lean Startup methodology. We can study what is the most 
effective way to achieve our goals and change the roadmap by checking market responses and 
others while keeping the planned roadmap to the fullest extent possible.
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2022
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Cloud-type auto trading bot development (Big data/AI)

condition search formula trading platform
• Search for stocks through market price analysis, technical analysis, pattern analysis, 

financial analysis, ranking analysis, and other set values

• You can create various conditional search formulas according to your purpose and 

trading technique

• If you program by setting buy condition and sell condition in the condition search 

formula, it is automatically traded.

• Condition search formula for sharing/trading/evaluation

auto trading bot trading platform
• Investors directly set the algorithm formula

• Operate the bot on the server with the set strategy

• Strategy sharing/trading/evaluation, back test possible
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3. Problems in Investment Information Market 

3. Problems in Investment 

Information Market

Lack of Consideration for Results

Only forecasts are available without results.

Information providers in the existing investment information market range from securities 
analysts, investment advisors, similar investment advisors, and ordinary individuals.



However, regardless of who is providing the information, it merely provides information and 
does not consider the consequences of the information any further.



Investment reports issued by security companies present target prices, but often modify target 
prices depending on market conditions.  Regarding the results due to the investment reports 
that the analyst has announced in the past, individuals have no choice but to search for past 
data.



Other than security companies' analysts, it's hard to find past data, and the provided data also 
lacks credibility.

Reliability of Data Subjects

institutions? non-institutions? So, who provide more accurate 
information?

The Financial Supervisory Service manages the entity that provides investment information by 
dividing them into institutions and non-institutions. Security companies, investment 
consultants, etc. are institutions, and pseudo-investment consultants are non- institutions.



The difference between institutions and non-institutions lies in the difference in size and 
whether they are supervised by the Financial Supervisory Service.
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3. Problems in Investment Information Market 

As individuals invest more in stocks, problems of pseudo-investment consultant businesses are 
being reported through the media every day. Many social problems such as illegal business 
activities that exceed the rights granted, such as reading rooms, and excessive fees are 
emerging.



Why do individuals spend a lot of money looking for pseudo-investment consultant even 
though their credibility is inferior to the institutional ones in terms of information subject?



This is because the title of institution granted by the Financial Supervisory Service and the trust 
that investors feel, that is, the investment results, do not always match.



Whatever the subject of the information, ultimately, what is important to investors is the 
outcome of their investment. Both institutions and non-institutions do not take responsibility 
for the results of the investment. Ultimately, the outcome of the investment falls on the 
investors. Investors are inevitably drawn to more immediate and stimulating information.



There should be criteria to evaluate the accuracy and value of information by what criteria and 
who provides the most valuable information.
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4. Problems of Blockchain-

Service and Token Economy

Inconsistency between business model and blockchain

Blockchain Technology is a double-edged sword.

Blockchain has clear advantages such as decentralization, transparency, and stability. 
However, it is a technology with obvious shortcomings with slow speed and difficulty in 
modifying data.



Until now, a large number of DApps and other services have depended on blockchain 
technology to secure initial funds. However, it was often questionable whether the business 
model of the application matched blockchain technology or whether blockchain technology 
was necessary.

Balance of Contribution and Reward

The most important thing in token economy is that tokens are fairly distributed according to 
user contribution. Distribution of tokens against the purpose of the platform threatens the 
token ecosystem.



In an ecosystem where the reward is determined by voting, collusion between users has 
become the biggest problem. In particular, when absolute power is obtained according to the 
number of tokens held, it results in side effects that allow a small number of users to control the 
platform's ecosystem.
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5. Monstock's Solution

Fair Evaluation and Reward

Evaluate by clear figures and reward fairly.

Monstock's evaluation of investment forecast information is based on clear figures.



For example, domestic stocks use real-time market prices on the Korea Exchange, so they are 
always fair in terms of forecasting stock prices and actual results.



Individual evaluations are accumulated by the subject of the information to provide hit rate 
statistics. Investors can check statistical information classified by the subject of the information, 
recognize the expected hit value, and view the information.



The reward is also distributed based on the evaluation result. For higher hit rates, more 
rewards will be granted to main fair rewards.

Rating System Based on Hit Rate

Anyone can participate, but not everyone can be the best.

Monstock does not restrict the subject of information. Individuals as well as institution and 
non-institution workers can participate in investment forecast.



However, the grades are divided according to the results of the investment forecast and the 
difference in the authority within the platform occurs according to the rating. To create 
premium BLASH, which is Monstock's top-level content, participants must pass two stages of hit 
rate and return rate verification to reach the standard level.



The accuracy of information becomes the confidence for the subject of the information 
because it does not distinguish the authority of the subject of the information by qualification 
or experience, but only by the hit rate of the outcome of the forecast information.
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Reliable Transparency

Transparency of information using smart contracts

Blockchain is often referred to as a technology of trust.



All of Monstock's investment forecast contents are stored using blockchain-based smart 
contracts. Therefore, it is virtually impossible to falsify or alter registered investment 
information. It also adds credibility to the platform because both evaluation results and 
histories are transparently disclosed.

Issuance of hit rate certified NFT

Monstock certifies and evaluates forecast skill

Monstock can leverage stored data to certify and evaluate participants’ investment forecast 
skills.



In the long run, Monstock can function as a means of certifying investment forecast skills 
because the results of investment forecast information and the subjects’ hit rate of individual 
data can be issued in NFT.
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6. Monstock Platform Design

6. Monstock Platform Design

It is designed to maximize member participation and provide the 
greatest reward to the subject of the data.

Any member can create forecast content and are rewarded for successful forecasts.



They can vote using the Voting Power (VP) in other member's forecast content without having 
to create their contents. If the voted content is successful, the members who participated in the 
voting are also rewarded.



Tokens received as rewards build a virtuous cycle, such as being consumed on the platform 
again through content creation, viewing, etc.
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Reward collection
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Forecast content creation 

/hit rate verification

Reward collection

Monstock Platform
Evaluation, storage


, and authentication 

of forecast content
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6. Monstock Platform Design

Types of Forecast Content

InsightsThe stock price of a particular item is divided into three types: short, medium, and 
long term, and the actual success is evaluated by forecasting three types: rise, hold, and fall. The 
most important statistical evaluation is the success rate.



BLASH

It presents the target price of stocks that are expected to rise and track the actual return rate. 

Statistically, the most important evaluation item is the return rate. The buy range, stop-loss 
price, investment ratio, etc. are presented. In addition, the stock price must actually be within 
the buy range for five (5) consecutive minutes to determine the success of the buy and nullify 
the buy if it is not successful. Additional signaling features allow you to additional buy, hold, 
sell, and more.



Premium BLASH

It is top-level content that can only be created by participants who have passed 2-step 

certification through the Insight and BLASH creation. The configuration is the same as BLASH, 
but with a larger reward scale.



Opinion

It is a forecast content that is not evaluated numerically. It is an essay-type sentences as 

reading material.

Types of Non-Forecast Content

Post

It is a free bulletin board where platform participants can freely communicate.



Comment

Participants can leave any comments on content.



Rate

Participants can rate all content by leaving a rating.



Vote

Participants can vote for forecast content that they agree with by spending Voting power (VP). 

(excluding opinions)
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6. Monstock Platform Design

Type of Participants

Content Provider and Consumer are classified according to their activities within the platform, 
not by account privileges. Participant can become a provider, a consumer, or both.



Content Provider

It refers to participants who write forecast content such as Insight, BLASH, and Opinion and are 

evaluated by their hit rate and return.



Content Consumer

It refers to participants who obtain information by viewing content and give feedback on 

information through voting.

Player's rating

Members are classified according to the hit rate of the forecast content, and there are some 
differences in privileges depending on the rating.



Content that becomes the basis of ratings are those rated in the last six (6) months. Evaluations 
older than six (6) months are not reflected in the rating and only provide statistical information.

Activity rating

Participants can collect activity points by logging in and creating non-forecast content, and 
their activities are classified into five levels depending on the amount of activity points 
participants have collected in the last six (6) months.



Voting power (VP) is differentially paid according to their activity level.

Voting Power (VP)

This is the right to vote for content that members agree with after reading the forecast content.



VP is paid daily by activity rating and token wallet and membership of Monstock. Unused VP is 
initialized at 00:00 UTC. The amount of VP paid according to the criteria is guided within the 
service and the criteria may be changed as necessary.
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Voting

It is an act of voting for forecast content that members agree with some or all with their holding 
VP after viewing the forecast content Tokens are rewarded in proportion to the amount of voted 
VP when the voted content is successful.



Voting rewards are large in the order of Insight < BLASH < Premium BLASH.



Voting does not only provide access to investment information, but also allows members to 
participate in the platform to expand the platform ecosystem.

Reward for Reporters

The Monstock platform is maintained by participants' voluntary participation.



The Monstock operations team designs the structure and continuously monitors the platform 
and community to ensure that they work for their purpose.



At the core for platform’s persistence is the right return based on platform contribution.



Acquisition of rewards using various expedient ways that do not meet the rules and objectives 
is an act that threatens the platform ecosystem, so monitoring by the management team and 
voluntary reporting and self-correction by participants are required.



Problematic content can be reported to the management using the reporting function and will 
be blocked by the management's final review.



Correct reporting will be rewarded, and repeating offenders will be disciplined according to the 
rules.
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7.System Structure

7.System Structure
Monstock is a blockchain platform based on Klaytn developed by Ground X, a blockchain 

affiliate of Kakao.



Compared to Ethereum, it is a network that has many advantages such as faster speed and 
lower gas cost and offers the best features for a Monstock platform.



The development platform may change depending on the future direction of Monstock's 
service and the circumstances of the developing company.
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9. Token Economy

9. Token Economy

Monstock avoids hyper-inflation and hyper-deflation for the 
expansion and sustainability of the platform and designs the token 
economy so that the value of the platform and token can grow in a 
balanced manner.

sMON

They are tokens used only within Monstock platform and are default currency paid according 
to platform contribution, such as reading content, etc. They are non-cryptocurrency stored 
off-chain for ease of use and can be converted to the Monstock token at a ratio of 1:1.



sMON has a validity period of six (6) months from the time of issuance or conversion is retired 
after the validity period

Monstock Token (MON)

They can be converted by using sMON or obtained by purchasing through exchanges, and are 
cryptocurrency that can be freely transferred and traded through personal wallets, exchanges, 
etc. They can be converted to sMON for use within the Monstock platform. They are Klaytn 
Compatible Tokens issued using Kakao's Klaytn network.

Monstock Wallet

It is a cryptocurrency wallet included in the Monstock service. Participants can store Monstock 
tokens and Klaytn in the Monstock Wallet.



Voting power (VP) can be obtained depending on the Monstock token's retention amount.



Reward Pool (60% )

It is used as in-service rewards and member recuitment and marketing purposes such as 

success reward, voting reward, mission reward, signup reward and return authentication 
reward.



Sale and Liquidity Pool (10%)

It is used for sales such as private sale & public sale, and some is used to provide liquidity to 

the CEX and DEX markets.



Team Pool (10%)

This is the amount allocated to the team. It is used for rewarding team members for stable 

operation of the platform and recruiting talents.



Partners and Advisers Pool (5%)

This is the amount allocated to partners and advisors and is used for recruiting advisors 

and partner agreements.



Reserve Pool (15%) 

This is the amount allocated as a reserve. 18 / 22
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Reserve

15%

Partners and Advisers

5% 

Team

10%

Monstock

Token

Reward 

60%

Sale and Liquidity

10%

Issuance of Monstock Token

The total issuance amount of Monstock tokens is 10 billion MON. The issuance amount of each 
Pool divided by purpose is as follows.
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9. Token Economy

Lock-up of Monstock Token

The lock-up period per token is set to prevent rapid market changes in Monstock tokens and 
loss of token holders.



Team Pool 

 It is locked up for 12 months from the initial listing date on the exchange, and then unlocked 

sequentially for 24 months. When unlocking the first lock-up, 20% of the lock-up is released, 
and thereafter, the lock-up is released by 10% every three (3) months.



Sale and Liquidity Pool

Participants can set the lock-up period individually for sales.



Partners and Advisers Pool

 Participants can set the lock-up period for each partner and advisor.

Control of Token Issuance

The issuance volume will be controlled through various methods to prevent a sharp fluctuation 
of the market price of Monstock tokens and to ensure that tokens can circulate well on and off 
the platform.



Changes in Reward and Consumption Standards

The amount of reward paid according to the criteria such as success, voting, and service 

subscription of forecast content is controlled. The amount of sMON and MON consumed on the 
platform by writing and reading content are controlled.



Monstock Token’s Retirement

All or part of the tokens in each pool held by the company can be retired to uphold token 

values.
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10. Return Model

10. Return Model

Monstock develops and executes a variety of return models for 
stable service operation and maintenance of the platform 
ecosystem. The return is used as a cost to operate the company and 
the platform, and some are provided to the Reward Pool to return 
to the users.

Advertisement

Monstock is an investment information platform with a relatively high unit price compared to 
other business fields, so participants can expect a high investment return.



Banner Advertisement

Advertisement is executed by placing banner areas for each screen of the platform. It will 

always display and publish Google Adsense and other domestic and international Labs. Apart 
from the use of Labs, the company directly receive orders and posts stock and 
cryptocurrency-related investments.



Reward-Type Advertisement

We place reward-type advertisements into specific activities of the users such as content 

viewing and completion of the voting.



Target Advertisement

We target the members who agreed to receive the advertisement and send the advertisements 

via e-mail and text message.



Bulletin Board Advertisement

We operate a separate bulletin board for individuals or companies who want to advertise. To 

create advertisements on the advertisement bulletin board, participants have to pay with 
Monstock tokens.
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10. Return Model

Billing

Consume issued tokens within the platform.



Create Content

When participants create forecast content, they will be charged for the creation. Billing varies 

depending on the type of content and the author's rating.



Content Reading

Participants will be charged for reading BLASH and Premium BLASH.



Issuance of Hit Rate Certified NFT

Based on the statistical data accumulated through content creation, the player's hit rate is 

issued as an NFT. A fee is charged when issuing NFT.



Join Membership

We operate a membership system that allows participants to freely use Monstock's services on 

a monthly basis. Participants will be charged when participants join the membership.

Others

Trade fee

We will provide the stock trading function and charge the trading fee.



Service fee

In the future, we will provide auto trading bot services, which will be charged of fees.
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11. Disclaimer

11. Disclaimer

The purpose of herein white paper is to explain Monstock's business model and token 
economy. It was not written for the purpose of soliciting investment in Monstock and Monstock 
issued tokens and cannot be used as a basis for investment judgment.



Monstock tokens are utility tokens that are not classified as security tokens or assets in other 
securities markets. The company does not guarantee the cashability of Monstock tokens, and 
the possession of Monstock tokens does not imply ownership or interest in Monstock.



The company has the right to modify the contents of the white paper according to the direction 
of its business, and the modified white paper takes effect immediately after posting.



Herein white paper can be translated into various languages, but herein white paper written in 
Korean takes precedence over translations in other languages.



Herein white paper cannot be reproduced or distributed without including herein disclaimer 
clause.
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